ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In a recent SBL publication, a proposal was made for introducing "philosophical criticism" (PC) as a new species of biblical criticism.
1 Briefly, the latter was idiosyncratically constructed as a proposal for the introduction into biblical studies of a descriptive form of philosophical exegesis aimed only at the clarification of what, if anything, the texts of the HB. Yet despite this seemingly prescriptive specificity as to the form a "philosophical" approach should take, it was nevertheless granted that philosophical interpretation per se cannot be limited thusly. This admission follows necessarily upon recognising the herme-neutical possibilities implied by the fact that there are other currents (than descriptive) in philosophy of religion and other disciplines (than religion-orientated) in philosophy itself. 2 Just how much diversity could the extension of PC accommodate? Perhaps it is impossible to try to limit the method to certain particular manifestations. Yet at the very least, PC could be constructed to include, inter alia, all of the following: (i) A descriptive philosophical perspective on texts in the HB;
(ii) An apologetic attempt at a philosophical justification of truth-claims in the HB;
(iii) A secular philosophical critique of religious ideas in the HB;
(iv) An attempt to identify "philosophy" in the HB itself; (v) A reading of the HB in dialogue with the ideas of a particular philosopher; (vi) An investigation into the reception history of the HB within philosophy; (vii) A closer look at the influence of philosophy on HB interpretation; (viii) A comparative philosophical perspective on concepts in HB theologies; (ix) An attempt to show the philosophical relevance of a text in the HB; (x) A meta-philosophical discussion of PC. This conceptual broadening of the theoretical extension of PC makes room for the possible emergence of multiple agendas within this emerging species of biblical criticism.
3 However, even allowing for such diversity, it still 4 This phenomenon is popularly thought to represent an occupational rift within meta-philosophical theory (and therefore within philosophical practice), allowing for a distinction between thinkers classified as being either "Analytic" or "Continental."
5 Of relevance to this study is the possibility that, if the constructed division is as entrenched and pervasive as is often suggested, chances are that it might also manifest within philosophical approaches to the HB. In order to determine whether and to what extent such might be the case, the discussion to follow will commence with a brief metaphilosophical introduction to the basics of the abovementioned division before moving on to a selective demonstration of representative examples thereof within various functional types of PC. There is said to be fundamental incommensurability between Analytic and Continental styles of doing philosophy. As illustration of some of the alleged basic differences, the following table (which could be and has been variously constructed) seeks to capture via keywords what is often associated with each side of the divide. It concerns variables such as the related auxiliary fields, academic contexts, models, focal points, assumptions, rhetorical strategies, methods and aims. Although these distinctions can be helpful in understanding some aspects of the different points of emphases in each side of the divide, they are most certainly also generalisations that die the death of a thousand qualifications. A closer look at what philosophy in each of the two constructed contexts actually involves shows that the associated thinkers nowadays not only share many interests and jargon across the divide, they also differ amongst themselves within the particular tradition. Yet the cryptic stereotype also contains partial truths regarding what have at times been very different points of departure, form and objectives as far as philosophical writing is concerned.
C CONTINENTAL VS. ANALYTIC PHILOSOPHY
As illustration of some of the deep meta-philosophical divisions, one needs to look no further than, inter alia, Ayer's arguments with Bataille over the existence of time, 9 Carnap's criticism of Heidegger's neologisms, 10 Derrida's debate with Searle regarding the speech-act theory of J. L. Austin, 11 the opposing of the bestowal of Derrida's honorary doctorate at Cambridge (e.g., by Quine, amongst others) on the grounds that his philosophy amounts to a "semi-intelligible" attack on reason by someone who is thought as not being a "proper philosopher," 12 the so-called "Sokal affair" (or "hoax") and its aftermath (the "science wars" against the "fashionable nonsense" of alleged "intellectual imposters," i.e. post-modernists), 13 Chomsky's empiricist attack on the so-called academic "charlatanism" of social "theorists,"
14 and so on. In philosophy of religion specifically, one example of contrasting styles that have been noted is that featuring Plantinga (Analytic) vis-à-vis Caputo (Continental).
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More recently, meta-philosophical attempts at trans-divisionary diplomacy have been made in several articles by scholars seeking to salvage the best of both worlds.
16 This is usually accompanied by the partly condescending (often Analytic) recommendation that (Continental) philosophy should seek to pursue more logically rigorous argument and a greater level of conceptual clarity. Others have (not without reason) questioned whether the concept of a divide (still) represents a functional meta-philosophical (as opposed to a "sociological") distinction.
17 Assuming for the sake of the argument that it is, the question that concerns us now is to what extent the so-called A-C divide might also be present in PC of the HB itself.
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D THE ANALYTIC-CONTINENTAL DIVIDE AND PHILOSOPHI-CAL CRITICISM OF THE HEBREW BIBLE
Before examples of instances of both sides of the divide will be given, two further distinctions within the typology of PC may be helpful. (ii) A broad definition of PC includes any approach from any field that involves philosophy as part of the methodological repertoire aimed at engaging the HB for whatever purpose.
Secondly, a useful distinction can be made between explicit and implicit ways of engaging in PC of the HB.
(i) Explicit PC refers to any philosophical approach to the text of the HB that overtly identifies itself as such.
(ii) Implicit PC involves any approach to the HB not overtly called "philosophical" yet may be deeply dependent on philosophical theories, thinkers, and concepts.
With the aid of these typological distinctions it is now possible to offer a nuanced identification of the presence of examples of the A-C divide as these are manifested within the different types of PC of the HB mentioned above. Identification markers include a particular scholar's sources, jargon or style, method and aims. the particular scholar in the context of the divide may not be prima facie all that clear. Yet on closer inspection of the names of the presenters -and given the location of the conference -most thinkers appear to be Analytic (despite the diversity, e.g. Thomist vs. Reformed Epistemology, propositionalist vs. evidentialist, etc.) rather than Continental in meta-philosophical placement. In addition -and true to analytic tendencies -the species and type of PC evidenced in this context is not so much a descriptive philosophical type of biblical criticism as either evaluative apologetic defenses or secular critiques of textual ideologies.
In the second category -Jewish philosophy (and Jewish philosophical theology) -an example of PC would be "The Bible and Philosophy" Conference Series held by the Shalem (now Herzl) Institute in Jerusalem from 2011-2013 and again in 2015. Again most titles on the program do not reveal the meta-philosophical location of the scholar. Yet on finer perusal one also encounters here a few examples of clearly Continental perspectives, despite the overall Analytic slant of the organisers. 21 For example, a paper by Shmuel Trigano is entitled "The Second Being: The Ontological Landscape of Otherness in the Book of Genesis"; Theodore Perry has "On Qohelet, Levinas, and Philosophy"; then there is also James Diamond's, "Prophetic Knowing Toward Death: The Silent Sound of Dying for Others." Both the topics (ontology, ethics) and the jargon ("otherness," "Levinas" and "toward Death") are clearly located within a stereotypical Continental context. Yet in the context of Jewish philosophy (and in contrast to philosophy of religion), many speakers come across as being philosophically quasi-generic and not limited to dependence on either side of the divide. Though a setting primarily for HB scholars, many of the participants also have connections with both the first and second categories (philosophers of religion, Jewish philosophy). One would therefore expect to potentially find both sides of the divide represented here too. However, again some papers cannot be so easily located meta-philosophically from the titles alone. Even so, while both the chairs of the consultation session (Gericke, Johnson) operate mostly in analytic mode -and while some operative comparatively, historically or generic, in the 2014 sessions there was at least one paper with an obviously Continental reading (involving, inter alia, Levinas), while the 2015 featured two (both Levinas again). Though it is impossible to speak of representative instances from either side of the divide -both of which are characterised by internal pluralism in approaches -the following brief summaries of a publication from each side reveals the agreements and differences in approach, jargon and concerns typically encountered.
From the Continental side, an example of broad-explicit philosophicalcritical analysis in HB scholarship might be that of Yvonne Sherwood's edited volume Derrida's Bible (Reading a Page of Scripture with a Little Help from Derrida) . 24 The book includes readings of biblical texts in relation to "hauntology," namely with reference to traces of the binary logic of western consciousness in their creation and reception. "Philosophical criticism" of sorts is performed by way of utilising Derrida's meditations on language, writing, letters, the human and the role of death in the human experience, as well as on ethics, responsibility, Marxism and the "Bible-as-confronted-by-biblical," that is, as capable of disrupting from within its theologically and philosophically ascribed Truths. Several chapters specifically concerned with the HB feature Derridean concerns expressed in succinct albeit dense concepts typical of the philosopher, for example "beginnings"; "writing, positing, erasing"; "specters and messiahs"; "boundaries/hyphens/identity-markers"; "responsibilities, secrets, gifts"; "endings"; and "postscripts."
Within the analytic genre, the recent publication Knowledge by Ritual by Dru Johnson is worthy of mention, once more as an instance of broadexplicit philosophical criticism. 25 The basic concern is the epistemology of cultic actions. By putting biblical rituals in dialogue with philosophical views of knowledge, the former are a seen as way of thinking in analogous to scientific theorising; consequently, the HB's emphasis on the epistemic function of rites should not be neglected. Examples in the text of knowing by ritual include what happens in the sacrificial operation performed by Abraham (Gen 15:7-21), as well as the perennial institution of Sabbath (Exod 31:13), the setting up of the Sukkah (Lev 23:43) as well as the construction of rock monuments (Josh 4:6). Johnson argues that these and other rituals of Israel, as portrayed in the biblical texts, were assumed to able the people to obtain some sort of knowledge they could not have possessed without their ritual participation. Derrida (New York: Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2004) . The classification of the type of philosophical criticism as "broad-explicit" seems warranted in light of the fact that more than descriptive philosophical concerns are involved, while the method is clearly and overtly philosophical. 25 Dru Johnson, Knowledge by Ritual: A Biblical Prolegomenon to Sacramental Theology (JTISup 13; Warsaw: Eisenbrauns, 2016) . Again, this is an example of "broad-explicit" philosophical criticism in as much as its objectives are not limited to a historical-philosophical exegesis of the HB for its own sake, with the perspective offered being unambiguously philosophical in nature.
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The Analytic-Continental Divide and Implicit Narrow Varieties of Philosophical Criticism of the Hebrew Bible
In contrast to the explicit subtypes of PC discussed above, implicit forms include a variety of philosophical perspectives on the texts mostly limited to biblical scholarship (and therefore "narrow PC"). In this regard, a word-search for "philosophy" and "philosophical" on the SBL Annual and International meetings' pages throws up a host of sessions involving biblical scholars that somehow involve philosophy in their research. 26 Interestingly, as can be ascertained from the data, many of these are found, not in the study of the HB but in the context of NT studies, or in research on reception history. As far as the location on either side of the A-C divide is concerned, wherever this is indeed obvious the particular session of implicit PC is often Continental in background. 27 However, again some sessions can be meta-philosophically constructed along quasi-generic lines and as not limited to any one of the traditions as such.
E THE ANALYTIC-CONTINENTAL DIVIDE AND METHODOLO-GICAL CONTROVERSIES IN PHILOSOPHICAL CRITICISM
At least from the research samples reconstructed above, there seems to be little of the animosity and inability to communicate between scholars from either side in the Analytic versus Continental divide and within explicit and implicit types of narrow/broad PC of the HB. Based on this data it would seem that PC is more likely to remain characterised by methodological diversity and tolerance, on the whole continuing to display the traits from both sides of the divide without too much fuss over basic differences in opinion as to what philosophy is or how it is to be done (as opposed to what might be actual dislike of or disregard for the meta-philosophical assumptions of others as this cordially remains unexpressed within the discretion of personal opinion).
Perhaps a far greater a potential for tensions between and miscommunication among scholars exist in contexts where, say, a HB scholar doing PC (nar-26 Perusing the program book for the 2014-2015 Annual Meetings of the SBL one may reconstruct the following list of relevant implicit types of PC session themes (aside from HB and Philosophy), including, inter alia, Jesus and philosophers; Paul and ancient philosophers; Paul and Continental philosophy; Ancient Jewish philosophical reception, especially Philo; Post-modern Jewish philosophical reception history, e.g. Levinas; Ancient classical philosophy and religion, e.g. Greek and Latin; Critical theory, e.g. Frankfurt school; Philosophical issues in biblical theology; Feminist approaches; Philosophical hermeneutics; Biblical ethics; Postmodern literary theory; Ideological criticism; Political theory and interdisciplinary sessions aimed at looking at the philosophical implications of biblical scholarship; etcetera. 27 Because they are Continental, and given the latter side of the divide's interdisciplinary tendencies, it is understandable why the methods involves are classified under historical, literary or social-scientific rather than "philosophical" perspectives. rowly defined), operates on one side of the A-C divide while her peers or audiences operate with the assumptions of the other side. As paradigms clash and generation gaps appear accusations of the misuse of philosophy in the study of the HB, incomprehension as to how philosophical interpretation can be biblical interpretation proper, charges of exegetical irrelevancy and claims of hermeneutical illegitimacy are likely to occur now and then. For example, a historical-critic only familiar with Continental philosophy in his or her theological training might dismiss the work of a philosophical critic located in on the Analytic side of the divide as amounting to neither philosophy nor biblical scholarship. Alternatively, some analytically trained biblical scholars might dismiss philosophical critics using Continental rhetoric as spouting incomprehensible nonsense.
28 As long as it still seems useful to speak of the A-C divide and while anti-philosophical sentiment exists in biblical exegesis and theology, some methodological misunderstandings are unavoidable.
F CONCLUSION
I conclude with the following observations, summing up the main points of the study.
(i) In meta-philosophy, the concept of an A-C divide is a familiar one.
(ii) Both sides of the divide are also present in the work of philosophical critics operating within the various species and types of PC.
(iii) In some contexts in explicit types of PC (e.g. philosophy of religion), the analytic side predominates.
(iv) In other contexts within implicit types of PC (e.g. in methods in HB studies), the Continental side is in the majority. (v) At times, however, a scholar engaging in PC cannot be so easily be located on any particular side of the A-C divide.
(vi) There seems to be little evidence of a serious meta-philosophical controversy currently raging among philosophical critics operating on different sides of the A-C divide.
Of course, PC of the HB in its current forms is still much in its infancy. Perhaps this suggests that, as the new methodology becomes more self-reflective and self-critical in the future, more intensive meta-philosophical scrutiny (and therewith war) might be on the horizon. Whether this will indeed be the case, or whether trans-divisionary issues will themselves eventually fall away by way of synthesis, separation or for whatever other reason, only time will tell.
